
 

 

 

 

“Dutch Water Adventure“ 
 

 
 

Details 
Location: Zeeuwse and Zuid-Hollandse lakes 
Purpose: Fun and teambuilding 

 
 

Program 
 

Historical Sailing tour 
Water, sailing and discover are the characteristics of the 
Dutch. Many lakes, waterways and an historical sailing boot 
are a unique combination to discover the Netherlands in her 
best way. You will experience the spirit of the being together 
with your team in the water and the fresh air. Fresh Ideas 
and new possibilities will run into your mind! 
 
 

 
The “Dutch Water Adventure” provides her guest the 
possibility to enjoy the wind, water and sun. Besides to 
be active participating the sailing, you can experience a 
century old tradition on an historical sailing boot.   

 

Visit Neeltje Jans 
The province Zeeland lies for her 
biggest part under the sea level. In 
1953 the dikes broke and caused an enormous flood, because 
of to low and bad dikes. The changes for a flood that time 
where 1 x in 80 years. Now after the Delta Works the chance 
to have a flood is reduced to 1 x in 4000 years. We will visit 
this unique building construction to prevent the sea to flood 
the countryside. You will see a concrete constructions with a 
guaranteed lifetime of 200 years and massive steel doors of 45 
meters wide.  

 
Climbing and abseiling the pillars  
The make it even more exciting during our visit at Neeltje Jans, you will have the 
possibility to climb the pillars and do some abseiling. Of course you will be tied to a 
secure line and there will be an instructor present to explain the way of doing it and 
gives you the safety instructions. Looking for your personal boarders is the aim! 

 

 



 

Catering 
On board you will get al kinds of food on request. And of course if there will be 
interest we can prepare the local fish and specialties. Come on Board! 
 


